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The medium is the messenger

Comment
Enteropathogenic Escherichia coli (EPEC) is an important
category of diarrhoeagenic bacteria causing acute and
chronic diarrhoea in young children in both developing
and developed countries, and sporadic cases in adults.1

There has been rapid recent progress in understanding the
early stages of EPEC pathogenesis and the events involved
in the formation of the characteristic attaching–eVacing
(A/E) lesion,2 3 where EPEC attach to the mucosal surface
and transform finger-like microvilli into a pedestal-like
structure with which the bacterium makes intimate
contact.4 5 The main reasons for this progress are the avail-
ability of in vitro cell culture models which reproduce the
lesion,6 the ability to recognise easily the lesion by fluores-
cence and electron microscopy,7 and the existence of the
“virtual” EPEC laboratory spanning several continents,
where researchers from diVerent institutes have shown a
ready willingness to exchange ideas, bacterial strains and
expertise. Just such a co-operative paper has been
published by Knutton and colleagues, encompassing the
UK, Israel and South America (with assistance from the
USA). However, before commenting on the paper it is
important to put it in the context of the rapidly changing
field of EPEC research.

The genes needed for A/E lesion formation have been
identified using in vitro cell culture models of virulence and
we are now entering the exciting period where the

functions of the various genes are teased out. The EPEC
chromosome contains a pathogenicity island—the locus of
enterocyte eVacement (LEE)—which contains the genes
necessary and sufficient for A/E lesion formation.8 The
LEE is divided into three regions, (1) comprising genes for
a type III secretion system, (2) containing eae and tir (or
espE)9 genes, and (3) encoding EPEC secreted proteins
(EspA, D and B).10 The eae gene encodes intimin, a 94 kDa
outer membrane protein which mediates intimate binding
of EPEC to the host.11 Tir/EspE is a novel secreted protein
which enters the host cell to form the receptor for intimin.
Thus a startling recent observation has been that EPEC
provides its own receptor.12 EspB is also translocated into
the host cell13 and EspB, EspA and EspD are all necessary
for A/E lesion formation. Interesting questions being asked
included how does EPEC make initial contact with the
host cell, and how are Tir and EspB delivered? It had been
suggested from cell culture work that the bundle forming
pilus (BFP), encoded by genes on a virulence plasmid, was
responsible for non-intimate, initial attachment.14 How-
ever, organ culture of human intestine with EPEC lacking
BFP expression still showed A/E lesion formation and pro-
vided evidence that BFP is responsible for interbacterial
attachment and complex colony formation after A/E lesion
formation—that is, for later rather than earlier events.15

The recent paper by Knutton and colleagues has now
provided the modus operandi for initial attachment and
EPEC protein delivery into the host cell with the finding
that the EPEC secreted protein, EspA, is not a signalling
protein but is a structural protein and is the main compo-
nent of an attachment/delivery system (fig 1). This elegant
and beautifully illustrated paper reports that EspA forms
long, hollow, tubes which are (1) produced prior to contact
with the host, (2) bridge the bacterium and the host to
achieve non-intimate adhesion, and (3) are lost after A/E
lesion formation. Without EspA, neither EspB or Tir are
translocated, the implication being that these two secreted
proteins pass into the host via the EspA structure. Some
uncertainties remain—EPEC mutant strains lacking EspD
produce short EspA filaments suggesting that the
attachment/delivery structure is a complex of two, or more,
EPEC proteins. EspA structures only form weak attach-
ments to the host, indeed they were only detected by weak
washing of experimental preparations, raising questions
concerning the involvement of other, as yet unidentified,
adhesin(s) in initial non-intimate binding to the host.

EspA in EPEC is the first example of how cell contact
and translocation is achieved in a type III system, and dis-
ruption of this system should interrupt the pathogenic
process. This is of broad and specific relevance as type III
secretion systems are conserved,16 are common to many
Gram negative pathogens of the plant and animal
kingdoms, and are responsible for the secretion and trans-
location of virulence factors in other human gastro-
intestinal bacterial pathogens. DiVerent proteins are
secreted in the various bacterial species—outer membrane
proteins (Yop) by yersinia,17 inner and outer membrane
proteins by salmonella (Sip and Sop respectively),18 19 and
invasion plasmid antigens (Ipa) by shigella.20 Similar
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Abstract
Enteropathogenic Escherichia coli (EPEC), like
many bacterial pathogens, employ a type III
secretion system to deliver eVector proteins
across the bacterial cell. In EPEC, four proteins
are known to be exported by a type III secretion
system—EspA, EspB and EspD required for
subversion of host cell signal transduction path-
ways and a translocated intimin receptor (Tir)
protein (formerly Hp90) which is tyrosine-
phosphorylated following transfer to the host cell
to become a receptor for intimin-mediated
intimate attachment and ‘attaching and effacing’
(A/E) lesion formation. The structural basis for
protein translocation has yet to be fully eluci-
dated for any type III secretion system. Here, we
describe a novel EspA-containing filamentous
organelle that is present on the bacterial surface
during the early stage of A/E lesion formation,
forms a physical bridge between the bacterium
and the infected eukaryotic cell surface and is
required for the translocation of EspB into
infected epithelial cells.
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ephemeral surface appendages (termed invasomes) have
been described in salmonella21 which could fulfil an equiv-
alent function to EspA, although host contact is required
for their production and they are very short lived.

Knutton et al’s paper also strengthens the concept of
cross-talk between the host and microorganism. EspA
structures are lost as A/E lesions form, suggesting some
host–bacterium interchange alters bacterial gene expres-
sion. Indeed, EPEC pathogenesis seems to involve a care-
fully orchestrated cascade of events involving bacterial
gene activation and suppression which is globally regulated
by a plasmid encoded regulatory system (Per).1

Finally, in common with many papers on bacterial
pathogenesis, the evidence in this paper emanates from in
vitro cell culture work. The challenge which faces workers
in the field is to determine whether in vitro fully reflects in
vivo.
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Figure 1 Diagram of the EPEC attaching-eVacing lesion showing the proteins involved. EspA delivery of Tir and EspB, and pedestal formation.
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